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JL Cruzes to a World Record
By Bill Finley
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ - JL Cruze just keeps getting
better and better and so does his incredible story.
The same horse that was a non-entity last year at 3, won
for the 15th time this year from 17 starts and did so in the
fastest ever trotting mile in the storied history of the
Meadowlands. Holding off a fierce late rally from the mare
Shake It Cerry, JL Cruze won last night's $250,000
Graduate Final at the Meadowlands by a nose in 1:49.4. It
was the fastest mile in history by a trotter on a one-mile
track.

by 1 1/4 lengths. Father Patrick was the next to pull but it
was clear on the backstretch that this was going to be a
tough night for him as he was having problems keeping up.
That seemed to cement the outcome for JL Cruze but
Shake It Cerry had yet to be heard from.
W ith trainer Jimmy Takter doing the driving, Shake It
Cerry closed with a rush and simply ran out of racetrack.
"There's no doubt about it, he's just very, very special,"
winning trainer Eric Ell said. "He's had a long year; he's
been racing since January. Yet he just keeps getting better
all the time. Everybody knows that he has to get beat
sooner or later, when it's going to be I don't know. But I
hope this fairy tale continues. (The world record) means a
lot to me. I've been in the business a long time and have
trained a lot of horses but nothing like this."
JL Cruze paid $3.20.
It was a puzzling effort from Father Patrick, who began
his year with a win in the Maxie Lee at Chester, but has
now lost three straight. He finished sixth, beaten by six
lengths.
At a cost of $50,000, JL Cruze will be supplemented to
next Saturday's Hambletonian Maturity, a $450,000 race.
He must also be supplemented to the Breeders Crown, and
Ell said no decision has been made on that call yet.
He's also in line to start in the Aug. 8 Cashman, where he
(continued on next page)

History was made last night at the Meadowlands as JL Cruze won
the Graduate in a world-record time of 1:49.4 (Lisa Photo)
"You look at Mack Lobell and all the great trotters that
have raced over this track and for us to come up here and
be the first horse to trot in under 1:50 is unbelievable,"
co-owner Bill Dittmar said. "This is from a horse we hoped
would be a condition horse and now he does this. It really
is a fairy tale. W e bought him hoping he would be
competitive on the Dover, Chester circuit."
Dittmar and his partners paid a mere $37,000 for JL
Cruze during last fall's mixed sale at Harrisburg. This year
alone, he's made $428,735.
JL Cruze was a terror during the winter months at the
Meadowlands, but winter stakes winners are supposed to
be long forgotten by the time the top horses return in the
spring. W ith JL Cruze, he has instead kept right on rolling,
seemingly getting better all the time.
He first served notice that he was truly something special
when he beat Father Patrick in successive legs of the
Graduate series, which is restricted to 4-year-olds. Two
weeks later he beat Sebastian K at Pocono Downs and last
night he conquered Shake It Cerry. That's four straight wins
over 2014 Dan Patch Award winners.
JL Cruze usually doesn't win by a lot, and last night was
no exception.
W ith John Campbell again driving, the son of Crazed was
third in the early going before brushing to the lead
approaching the half. He got there in 54.2 and was in front
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will again meet Sebastian K, along with Elitlopp winner
Magic Tonight. Ell knows nothing ahead will come easily.
"W hen we beat Sebastian K, that was his first start back
and I know he had to be a little bit short," he said. "Horses
like that are going to be fresh and you have to think our
horse has got to be getting tired soon. It's going to be tough
down the road. No doubt about it."
| share this story |
Another Big Win For Wiggle It as Teague Says
His Gelding is Better Than
Somebeachsomewhere
By Bill Finley
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ - It's not bragging if you can
back it up.
From Day One, owner George Teague Jr. has told
anyone who will listen that his W iggle It Jiggleit is a very
special horse, the best he
has ever trained. He was
saying it way back when
Wiggle It was merely
winning small wintertime
stakes, but the 3-year-old
gelding has more than
proven his connections
It was another big night for Wiggle It right. But after last night's
Jiggleit (right)
impressive win in a
Crawford Farms
Meadowlands Pace elimination race, Teague took his
praise to the very highest level.
"I think he's got a step on (Somebeachsomewhere),"
Teague said. "Don't print that. Then again, print it. I don't
care. Compare the lines of those two, see which ones look
the best. Somebeachsomewhere is the only one I've ever
seen that might be as good as him. (Wiggle It Jiggleit) is
the best horse I've ever had and the best horse I've ever
seen race."
W hile this was just an elimination race and the time
(1:48.4) was short of sensational, W iggle It Jiggleit put in
one of the very best efforts of his career. The horse
normally storms off the gate, but on this night driver
Montrell Teague elected to take him back to sixth in the
seven-horse field. It at first seemed like a risky move,
especially after he followed a dull 65-1 shot in Lyons Levi
Lewis and was forced to go three-wide on the turn, but
Wiggle It exploded in the stretch to win by a length over his
North America Cup conqueror W akizashi Hanover.
"I was looking at the program earlier and it kind of looked
like the ones on the inside weren't going to leave as much,
but the ones right beside me, they were going to float out
there and try follow me," Montrell Teague said. "So I figured
I'd try to switch it up on them and make them do another
tactic. He can do it either way. That's one of the things that
makes him a step ahead of a couple of the others."
W akizashi Hanover was second, 4 1/4 lengths in front of
Rock N' Roll W orld. The Iowa sensation Roland N Rock
was last in his first career defeat and did not make the final.
W iggle It Jiggleit will be heavily favored next week in the
$706,000 final of the Crawford Farms Meadowlands Pace
and , despite the confidence he has in his horse, George

Teague is not going to take anything for granted.
"I feel good (about the final)," he said. "It never pays to
get overconfident, but, look, if I said I wasn't confident I'd
be lying to you. I've been confident in him since Day One.
But there'll be good horses in there. In the Arsenal was
very good tonight and W akizashi Hanover was giant. He
raced super."
Trained by Kelvin Harrison, In the Arsenal snapped a
three-race losing streak to win the first of two elimination
races. Aggressively driven by Brian Sears, he immediately
went to the front and faced surprisingly little pressure. He
coasted home to win by 1 ½ lengths over Dealt A W inner.
"He did everything he had to do and the easier we can
make it, the better off we are," Sears said. The horse has
been good all year. He's a sweetheart. I have no
complaints. Each week he comes out and he's wringing his
head, he's feeling good and that's all you can ask."
It will be trainer Kelvin Harrison's first Meadowlands Pace
start in 23 years when he was third with Direct Flight,
favored over W estern Hanover.
"He's very competitive with anything on a mile track, but
he's really slick on a half mile and as you can see he can
get around any track," said Harrison. "After that quarter in
27.1 I knew they had to come and get him and I didn't think
they could him from there. He's an easy keeper he doesn't
need to train hard. Just give him a week and stay nice and
healthy and we'll go from there."
Artspeak was made the 1-2 favorite, but could do no
better than fourth.
(continued on next page)
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The field for the Crawford Farms Meadowlands Pace:
Post
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Horse
Lyons Levi Lewis
Dude's The Man
Artspeak
W iggle It Jiggleit
Rock N' Roll W orld
In The Arsenal
Revenge Shark
Dealt A Winner
W akizashi Hanover
Badiou Hanover

Morning Line Odds
30-1
30-1
6-1
4-5
50-1
3-1
30-1
20-1
4-1
50-1

| share this story |

Jeff Gural Is Fighting a Culture That Believes
They're Doing Nothing Wrong
I was reading the letters to the editor to Harness
Racing Update last weekend. Although not unusual, a
couple of them focused on Jeff
Gural, and his 'banning' of certain
trainers and owners from his track.
Some of the letter writers find his
tactics arbitrary, capricious and
without any rhyme or reason.
They find it quizzical he is asking
for help filling the box while he
bans others who want to fill the
box. They wonder where they
stand.
Although most of these letter
writers make some good points
(and Jeff likely needs a PR person
Jeff Gural
to hone his message for him),
what Gural is doing isn't simple, or easy. It's not about a
random truck pulled over on the side of a highway before
the races. It's not about a cobalt test that reads like a Greek
debt graph. Gural is fighting a culture.
The Steve Elliott article in HRU two weeks ago summed it
up quite well, in my view, especially with one little gem:
"W henever you do good everyone wants to give you
horses," he [Elliott] said. "They think you have the magic
drug. That's the way this business is. I had an owner call
me and he said he wanted to give me some good horses.
He told me 'you got the stuff. ' I said, 'really, what's the

stuff?'"
In harness racing there's a belief from some owners
that if 'you got the stuff" (i.e. a nice way of saying you're
cheating), I want to do business with you, and I'll give you a
barn full of horses. W inning begets more horses and more
horses. It's a vicious circle. And it's been going on for a
long time.
In the real world it's not like that.
If someone tells you your financial advisor is funneling
money into things that are illegal and (although it might
make you a couple of dollars) she's dishonest, you will run
away from her as fast as you can. You would not want to
trust your hard-earned money with someone like that, even
though she's 'got the stuff'.
That potential, nameless owner of Steve Elliott's is
probably not a bad person. He would not invest his friends'
money in Ponzi schemes if he was a financial advisor; he's
not robbing banks in his spare time. He's probably a nice
fella. But in racing, it's all about the grey area of
competition, and that's where things get muddy.
"It's often an obsession with fairness that leads people
to begin cutting corners in the first place. Cheating is
especially easy to justify when you frame situations to cast
yourself as a victim of some kind of unfairness," said Dr.
Anjan Chatterjee, a neurologist at the University of
Pennsylvania, in an article via the New York Times. "Then
it becomes a matter of evening the score; you're not
cheating, you're restoring fairness."
This exact phenomenon was noted in cycling. Lance
Armstrong - to this day - believes he did nothing wrong,
because in his mind, to beat them he had to join them. He
was a victim, and doing it was justified. Tyler Hamilton,
another bike racer, explained in his book how he fought his
EPO positive at the Olympics because he did not take EPO
for the Games. Hamilton tested positive for EPO because
he illegally blood doped before the Olympics - by mistake with not his own blood, but blood from a man who had been
taking EPO. They caught him for cheating (EPO), but they
didn't catch him for cheating with what he thought they
should catch him with (blood doping), so he felt victimized.
See how this works?
Everyone seems confused as to why - when Gural
catches a trainer with a cobalt reading - their owners stick
with them. It's not confusing, because they're victims of the
business, and of Jeff Gural.
Gural's method of operation, by calling people out and
not letting them race at his tracks, is not without merit, nor
is it ineffective, however.
Behavioral economist Dan Ariely recently conducted a
series of studies on cheating. In one, he set up a test for
college students whereby they had an opportunity to cheat
on a test. They were instructed to write their answers down
on a sheet and then transfer their answers to another final
test sheet. Some students received a final sheet with the
answer boxes shaded (the shaded boxes were the correct
answers), and some did not. 20% of the students changed
their answers from the original sheet when they realized
they had the answer key. According to Ariely, they didn't
really think they were cheating, by cutting this corner. They
(continued on next page)
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did it almost innately.
This all changed when the same experiment was done,
but the students were told not to use the answer sheet because that would be cheating.
"If you specifically tell people in these studies not to
use the answer key and just sign their name," said Zoe
Chance, a doctoral student at Harvard who worked on
some of the experiments, "they won't look at it."
The 'don't cheat' line in the sand might sound hokey,
but it works when it's immersed in the culture. In a recent
interview with Golf Digest, Lance Armstrong said this:
"Golf is different from the culture of cycling. You might
consider me the last guy to have anything to say about
cheating but in golf I love adhering to the code of honor that
we didn't have in cycling. If I moved the ball in the rough
and got caught I just wouldn't regret it, I'd be heartbroken.
When I think of reform in cycling, I think about golf."
Just this week this culture was exemplified with PGA
Tour pro Scott Stallings. Stallings was prescribed
something by a doctor that he was told was not banned. He
was tested by the Tour while taking it, and he did not
trigger a positive. All's well right? No harm no foul? No,
that's not the way it works with the golf culture. Stallings
found out months later the drug he was taking was banned,
so he contacted the PGA Tour and called the positive on
himself. He was suspended for 90 days. Some might say
he should've kept quiet, appealed, claimed how unfair this
all is; how he's a victim who did nothing wrong. But, that's
not in the sport’s culture.
Some may disagree with Gural's tactics; some say he
needs to be clearer, more organized, with standards and
practices; some say he has to be more concise and
consistent. They have a point - Gural probably does need
to do better from his end, and establishing a set of
benchmarks that horsemen and horse owners can
understand is not unreasonable. But there's no rule book
for fighting a culture. Jeff Gural is up against something
much bigger than he likely ever imagined.

jurisdictions working together for the greater good of the
industry.
HRU: What prompted this summit?
MT: W e did something similar, not quite as broad in scope,
back in the spring of 2009 that focused on pari-mutuel
matters as I recall, but it was more of a think-tank than
anything else. This is more targeted. W e've identified
specific topics we want to address that we feel need to be
addressed for various segments of the industry, specifically
the foal crop decline and ways to bring new people into the
game. Unprecedented sounds too dramatic but it is
something we really haven't done before. One of the
feedbacks that we get is 'why don't you do this and why
don't you do that?' It exceeds the autonomy of the USTA. A
couple of people have suggested we just need to get
everybody in a room and get them together and get things
done. That's what we're doing. W e're getting some very
informed and very influential people in a room and let's see
what we can or can't get done.
HRU: Is the intent once the summit is over to come up
with some bullet points or ideas to work on going
forward and how quickly would you be able to put
them in place?
MT: Hopefully we can
come out of there with two
or three goals and some
ideas as to how certain
groups at the USTA can
work together to implement
those goals and my staff
and I will give them priority
and jump right into that if
Mike Tanner
they are actionable items
that people agree would be
beneficial and we can get people to put them together.
Absolutely, that's important.
HRU: How alarming is the declining foal crop? Do you
have any numbers?

With USTA Vice-President and Chief Operating
Officer Mike Tanner
By Perry Lefko
The United States Trotting Association has invited 40
key industry stakeholders to meet in Columbus, Ohio on
Monday for an industry-wide summit to discuss the issues
regarding declining foal crops and USTA membership as
well as to investigate new ways to recruit owners to the
sport. In anticipation of the summit, Harness Racing
Update talked to USTA Vice-President and Chief Operating
Officer Mike Tanner to ask him what prompted the meeting,
whether it's more important to attract new owners or new
bettors, how slots would help the Meadowlands, collecting
information and implementing it, and getting racing

MT: In 1993, the overall mares bred in North America was
25,511 (18,628 in the U.S., 6,883 in Canada, and the
registered foals totaled 15,043, including 10,900 in the
U.S). In 2003, it was 24,931 (16,874 in the U.S., 8,057 in
Canada, and 15,156 registered foals, including 10,616 in
the U.S.). In 2013, it was 13,196 mares bred (10,598 in the
U.S., 2,598 in Canada, and 8,588 registered foals,
including 6,966 in the U.S.). Last year it was 12,679 mares
bred (10,173 in the U.S., 2,506 in Canada, and 7,830
registered foals, including 6,423 in the U.S.). The declines
have been accelerated over the past five or six years. The
economic collapse of 2008-2009 really seemed to grease
the skids a little bit and that's when you saw the numbers
on a percentage basis really get eye-catching - and I don't
mean that in a good way.
(continued on next page)
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HRU: Is there anything to suggest from a USTA point of
view that there's a way for the negative trend to correct
itself?
MT: W e've seen membership numbers in the U.S. start to
stabilize because the declines in membership were
commensurate with the declines in foal crop (35,196 USTA
members in 1994, 28,288 in 2000, 20,651 in 2010 and
17,276 in 2014). Over the past year or two they've slowed
down. You may say that it's a helpful sign; you can interpret
itself as such. But the purse money is still so good in the
U.S. that there's incentive to get into the game from an
ownership point of view perspective and the breeding
would follow. W e're feeling there's a disconnect
somewhere. W e've got all this money to give away. W e've
got these great purses and yet the interest isn't quite there
in terms of the involvement. I think that's one of the things
we're going to concentrate on Monday because it looks
economically the incentives are in place.
HRU: Would getting slots at the Meadowlands help to
ease or correct the problem?
MT: Slots would absolutely bring back the breeding
industry in New Jersey. If you look at the New Jersey
numbers, they are tragic compared to where they were 10
years ago, and that used to be such a strong state. The
fact that the Meadowlands do not have slots and don't have
the purses to necessarily compete with those around them
that particular area has really suffered. Slots would bring
back New Jersey. Is it enough to resurrect an entire
industry? I think our challenges go beyond just that.
HRU: Would getting harness racing on national
television and not just regionally help the breeding
industry and maybe even the ownership aspect?
MT: The more exposure the better, but I don't know if it's
just as simple as television anymore. There's more racing
on TV now than there was 10 years ago and arguably more
than there ever has been. There's just so much more
competition, other forms of entertainment grasping for
attention. Certainly there's more forms of gambling. It would
be a good thing to be on TV, but it's one of many facets
that would need to be addressed.
HRU: Short of attracting new owners by offering them
astronomnical bonuses, what is the answer?
MT: I became a real devotee of Customer Relations
Marketing when I was working at Harrah's Chester for a
couple years and the way they attracted customers was to
learn as much about them demographically and psycho
graphically and then go out into the general population and
advertise to people who've shared those characteristics. I
think that's one of the goals of the (industry-supported)
website Harness Racing Fanzone. W e learn more about
who our customer is and what characteristics they possess
and hopefully enable the racetracks and the organizations

to go out and try to bring more into the fold. I guess one of
the central questions we're going to talk about on Monday
is what prompted you to own this racehorse? I don't think
we can ask too many questions. There's so much data out
there that we need to gather.
HRU: So where do you get that data/information from?
MT: I don't know that yet. I think that's one of the things
we're putting together. W e're trying to do a whole bunch of
different things at once, and we've shifted more towards
marketing over the past five years. It's still not our core
competence, I don't think. I think we need to reach beyond
ourselves and hope some ideas will come out of this
meeting.
HRU: Is it more important to get bettors or is it more
important to get owners?
MT: I think it's probably a cyclical question. I've thought
about that myself. The lifeblood of the sport is getting
people to participate parimutuely because that drives
handle. It's a little more complicated now because so many
purses are slot infused, but in the old days in the traditional
model your purses were bet entirely on how much money
was bet into your pools. W hat we've seen anecdotally is
owners that come bring in other people with them, and one
of the ways to drive handle is to bring new owners into the
game, so it's a bit of a chicken or the egg question. I think
they feed upon each other.
HRU: Would the issue of the declining foal crop and
attracting new owners be helped if all of the racing
jurisdictions were working together as opposed to
everyone fighting for their own turf?
MT: Any time you can get disparate groups working on the
same problem and pulling in the same direction it's helpful.
I think co-operation and moving towards a common goal
can do nothing but help the sport move forward.
| share this story |
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Meadowlands Releases Testing Updates for
Meadowlands Pace Weekend
The Meadowlands released testing updates for
Meadowlands Pace weekend, with the following statement:
The Meadowlands wants to reiterate its stance on putting
forth the most integrity-driven product in all of racing. We
take blood samples from horses all year long for the
purposes of out of competition testing and that practice will
continue with our most significant stakes races upon us. In
fact, we have taken blood samples from the following
horses which will be sent to the labs in Hong Kong, which
are unparalleled in their diligence and effectiveness:
1. Dancin Yankee
2. W akizashi Hanover
3. Artspeak
4. Trading Up
5 .Dealt a W inner
6. Rock N Roll W orld
7. Lyons Levi Lewis
8. In The Arsenal

9. W iggle it Jiggle it
10. JL Cruze
11. Opulent Yankee
12. Badiou Hanover
13. Gural Hanover
14. Shake it Cerry
15. Dancin Yankee
16. Father Patrick

"It goes without saying that the out of competition
testing at The Meadowlands is second to none," said
Meadowlands Chairman Jeff Gural. "I want it to be
perfectly clear that our testing continues at a very high level
during our most important stakes races. It is important to us
that our customers know there is a level playing field for
them to wager on all season long, especially when it comes
to our marquis events. I want to thank Brice Cote for his
tireless efforts in this regard."
The Meadowlands said they plan to continue this
testing next week after some of the stakes elimination
races have been contested.

Meadowlands Qualifier Report
By the Meadowlands Staff
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ – The Pace elimination
morning edition of Breakfast with the Babies was
conducted under skies as blue as Taylor Swift’s eyes with
fluffy clouds, flags were limp and temperatures in the 70’s.
Filly trotters kicked it off with Southwind Hope, a
$52,000 Muscle Hill Lexington sale purchase winning out of
the pocket in 2:00/28.1 for Andy Miller. She tracked

Pampered Winner until the stretch, tipped off her and went
by willingly. Julie Miller trains for the family interests and
partners Little E and Larry Dumain. The $400,000
Lexington sale topper Bene Bene made her debut in this
one and went evenly in the back third of the field in a purely
introductory performance.
Legal Lady won for John Campbell and Jan Johnson
in the second. She took over from Ginny Weasley past the
quarter and held sway comfortably in 2:00.3/29.3. Ginny
held the place with Warriors Wear Pink and the late
charging Non Stick close for third. The winner is a
homebred Deweycheatumnhowe for Caroline Gerry.
The Katz & Libfeld homebred Hustle Heart won again
this morning for the Millers, zipping by the leader around
the turn and trotting home in 28.4 on the end of a 2:02 mile.
Heal The World was a sneaky good second here for the
Johanssons.
Lindy Farms and Robert Rudolph have a sharp -ooking
Cantab Hall colt named Taco Tuesday who breezed
around the oval effortlessly in 1:581/ 28.4 all by himself.
The colt had a pair of Vernon Downs wins on his PP’s
for Lindy assistant trainer Domenico Cecere before coming
in for a Tim Tetrick test drive at M1. He was a $62,000
Lexington buy last fall by trainer Frank Antonacci. Desert
Runner had some late foot for Ake Svanstedt to be third.
Goin To The Limit went nicely, winning again for
Tetrick from the Tony Alagna barn in a forwardly placed
1:59.3/29 mile. His $15,000 price at Lexington last fall
certainly looks like a bargain for Tony and partners Jodi
Siamis, John Fodera and Tangie Massey as he advances.
Yes Sir Officer followed the winner and held safe for
second under his own power for the Hall of Fame duo of
John Campbell and Chuck Sylvester.
The big wood was out for race six with over $800,000
worth of horseflesh on the track and the $240,000
Lexington buy Winter Harbor shone brightest. The son of
Muscle Hill rode along behind Steed through a 1:29.3 three
panels and rolled right by wen Scott Zeron moved him out a
lane for the win. Steed held well for second and Curious
De Vie flashed speed recovering from an early break to
finish third. Tony Alagna trains the winner for Brittany
Farms, John Cancelliere, Little E and the W inter Harbor
Stable, a Myron Bell production.
As the gait switched to the pace, the
Somebeachsomewhere filly Albany Girl was threaded
through fillies late by Dave Miller and surprised Olivia Hope
who seemed to have orchestrated the result just as she
desired for Alagna Racing until the numbers were posted.
The winner hails from the Jimmy Takter barn where she is
trained on behalf of Christina Takter, John Fielding and Joe
Sbrocco, who gave $55,000 for her at Harrisburg.
A List Hanover won back in 1:55.2 for Andy & Julie
Miller on behalf of owner Mario Mazza. This $145,000
Harrisburg Somebeach filly led at every call and sprinted
home in 28.1 to close the deal over the Alagna pair of
Platinum Rocks and Torment Princess.
Pacing colts were the last bunch of freshmen to go and
Andy McCarthy provided a perfect pocket trip to
Inspiration View which the son of Shadow Play converted
(continued on next page)
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into a 1:56.1/28 win. He cost Rick Phillips, Pete Venturini
and trainer Mark Harder $35,000 at Harrisburg last
November. Cash Is King held for second with JK Heaven
Sent and Sam McSmith both closing nicely in the stretch.
Alagna sent out the superfecta in the 10th race with the
American Ideal colt Mindtrip a front-running 1:54.1/27.2
winner in impressive fashion for Brett Miller. Racing Hill
was a good second, then Easy Lover Hanover and Tom Hill
rounded out the ticket. The winner is owned by Alagna
Racing, Joe Sbrocco, John Fodera and Thankful Reward
Partners.
A few notable horses were in qualifiers today,
preparing for the next few weeks of Grand Circuit racing.
Three-year-old trotting fillies had a presence with four
of the best from last year getting in some work, led by
Livininthefastlane who cut the mile and won in 1:53.3,
requiring a 27 flat final quarter to hold W ild Honey, Jolene
Jolene (making her first appearance of the season) and
Speak To Me at bay.
Bee A Magician, Market
Share and Mr Picolet were
together in the fourteenth and
Bee was a dominant winner in
1:52.4, sprinting home in 26.4.
Market Share kept up and
followed her through the wire
while Mr Picolet, though third,
is going to have to improve to Bee A Magician
Derick Giwner photo
compete at the top level.
McWicked returned to the races with a "better than it
looks on paper" effort this morning. Dave Miller took him
back, then moved into a 54.1 half with a 25.4 final quarter
to be beaten four or five lengths to the good pacer Take It
Back Terry, the winner's mile in 1:52 flat.
Split The House put on another impressive
display in the Summertime Series Final
Courtesy of Woodbine Entertainment
A field of eight three-year-old pacing colts and geldings
contested the final of the three-week Summertime Series.
Split The House, who won the second leg, was sent off as
the 4-5 favourite and was clearly in a league of his own on
this occasion.
The James ‘Friday’ Dean trainee got away in fourth in the
early going, while Poisonous and Sylvain Filion cut the mile
and posted an opening half of :55.3. Around the final turn,
driver Randy W aples sent Split The House first up and the
public’s choice powered up to the leader at the
three-quarter pole in 1:23.2. In the stretch, Split The House
cruised by Poisonous and paced home effortlessly to win
by two and three-quarter lengths in 1:50.2. Rockin In
Heaven, the first leg winner, rallied to finish second, while
Mr Carrotts was third. Poisonous finished in a dead-heat for
fourth with Rustys Overload.
Following the race, W aples said the first up trip was no
issue for Split The House.
“He was well in hand tonight. He’s just a really nice horse
and it worked out somewhat good,” said W aples. “I did
have speed to chase, but he was more than willing to be

sitting out there and head of the lane there I asked him to
pace and he was gone.”
A son of Rocknroll Hanover, Split The House was
undefeated in three starts heading into the Pepsi North
America Cup eliminations, but failed to make the final after
a fourth-place finish. The Dean trainee also finished fourth
in the consolation, but has now quickly rebounded with a
pair of victories.
W aples said the North America Cup didn’t go as planned,
but he has full confidence in Split The House.
“In my estimation he’s one of the best three-year-olds out
there, it’s just the truth,” said W aples. “He was kind of
misbehaving a little bit behind the gate [in the North
America Cup] and ‘Friday’ put a screen on him and he’s
just a different horse now. The last couple of weeks he
seems like he’s turned a corner.”
The impressive victory in the Summertime stamps Split
The House as one of the top three-year-olds locally and
W aples believes the colt deserves another crack at Grand
Circuit competition.
“I think he definitely deserves to be with them," he said.
"If you’ve got a good field of horses you can find one to
follow and I just think this horse is going to go a big mile
before the year is up.”
Split The House is owned by Dean, Scott Horner and
Peter Milligan. The sophomore pacing colt now has six
wins from eight starts in his first season of racing for
earnings of over $77,000.
The clocking of 1:50.2 matched his career-mark set in his
third career start. Split The House paid $3.70 to win.
In order to be eligible to the Summertime, the
three-year-old pacing colts and geldings had to be
non-winners of $30,000 lifetime as of March 31, 2015.
Do over Hanover (Six for Bartlett), “Tailgunner”
Wins Elims for Sheppard
By Frank Drucker
Publicity Director, Empire City @ Yonkers Raceway
YONKERS, NY (July 11, 2015) Two-yeard-olds were
prominent Saturday night, with Yonkers Raceway hosting a
pair of eliminations for the Lawrence B. Sheppard Pace.
A baker’s dozen worth of plebes went it at in their
$25,000 elims, with the first four finishers in each back for
next Saturday’s (July 18) $107,500 finale.
Jason Bartlett, who won half the evening’s dozen races,
included wagering choice Do Over Hanover ($5) among
that list. The pole-sitting, $25,000 W estern Ideal colt won
the evening’s first elimination, defeating first-starter
Gleneagles (George Brennan) by 3¾ lengths in a
maiden-breaking 1:56.1. Second and third choices
Autotone Hanover (Tyler Buter) and Rodeo Rock (Dan
Dube) both survived breaks—and a judges’ inquiry—to
finish third and fourth, respectively.
For Do Over Hanover, trained by Jim Campbell for
co-owners Jeffrey & Michael Snyder and Robert Unice, it
was that first career win in a couple of starts. The exacta
paid $37.60, with the triple returning $143.
The second elimination saw Joe Larry N Curly (Brennan),
sent off at 1-10 odds and the reason show wagering was
(continued on next page)
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taken off the table, fail to get the memo. He jumped it off
wildly leaving the gate, winding up distanced.
That left Tailgunner Hanover (Ray Schnittker, $23.40) in
a race by himself, doing his business—from post No.
6—from an open lead. He won by 6¼ lengths in an
identical (and life-best) 1:56.1. Endeavor (Pat Lachance),
Artmagic (Brian Sears) and W ar-N-Munn (Dube) also
earned their way into the final.
For third choice Tailgunner Hanover, a $50,000 W ell Said
colt co-owned (with Joe Sbrocco, Frank Baldassare and
Howard Taylor) by his trainer/driver, it was his second win
in three ’15 tries. The exacta paid $130, with the triple
returning $544.
Saturday’s pair of $48,000 Open Handicaps were won by:
Trot: Red Hot Herbie (catch-driver Bartlett, $9) in 1:55;
Pace: P H Supercam (Bartlett, $3.90) in 1:51.3.
Note that since no one took down Saturday’s Pick 5,
Monday night’s gimmick—already with a $10,000
guaranteed pool—begins with a carryover of $4,726.64
(50-cent base wager, races 7 through 11).

ACCEPTING SUPPLEMENTS
It’s not too late to “make a splash” as a seller at the
Meadowlands Summer Mixed Sale! Preferred Equine
is now accepting entries for the supplement catalog.
P.O. Box 2200 • Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510 • www.preferredequine.com

Jeff Gural Responds to Criticism
W hile I promised myself that I would not comment on all
the criticism I receive from the industry, as it would take too
long, I have decided to briefly comment on several letters
that you published last Sunday.
I do not mind Howard Taylor disagreeing with me but to
say that my agenda is to do away with harness racing is a
little over the top.
I started going to the track when I was 17 which is 56
years ago. I have owned horses since 1971 and currently I
own all or part of 49 horses that are in training. I have two
breeding farms, own 50 mares, three harness tracks and I
spend about 100 days a year watching and wagering on
live harness racing at one of my tracks. I may be the only
person in the industry who manages to lose money
wagering, lose money breeding, lose money owning
standardbreds and lose money owning harness racetracks.
Obviously, it would be nice to reverse that. My best chance
is to get a casino license at Tioga and the Meadowlands as
I doubt if my handicapping skills are likely to improve at my
age and like most owners and breeders I lose money but
love the challenge and the thrill of having a horse I own or
bred win a race.
As far as Joe Fusco’s complaint about not getting a
refund, the facts are that he transferred the horse from
Gilbert Garcia-Herrera’s barn to Kevin McDermott’s barn

but unfortunately the horse has been racing poorly for both
trainers. I am sure had that not been the case he would
have had Kevin enter the horse in the Meadowlands Pace
but since the horse is racing badly he thinks he is entitled
to a refund. If that were the policy it would enable almost
anyone who has an underachieving horse staked to one of
our major races to simply transfer the horse to a trainer
who is not approved and then ask for a refund.
I thought my friend Murray Brown’s comments about
Pennsylvania’s efforts regarding equine drug detection may
be a little bit of wishful thinking based on the fact that so
many of the trainers that we do not allow seem to have
found a home in Pennsylvania and are doing quite well.
I will look into the possibility of racing Sunday as Alan
Gatto suggested but I do not think there are enough horses
around for us to race three days a week even if we carded
all Freehold races but I will certainly analyze it.
Lastly, Joel Kravet’s story reminds me of my youth in the
60’s and driving to Liberty Bell just to get more action. As
we are now in the heart of the stakes season hopefully we
will get lucky with the weather and I encourage everyone in
the industry who has not been to the New Meadowlands to
come out and watch the races in person as it will remind
you a little bit of the good ol’ days when we had people in
the grandstand. It still is not what I had hoped for but it is
getting better and I remain optimistic that eventually there
will be a casino at the Meadowlands. It is just taking longer
than I had hoped.
- Jeff Gural
In Support of Gural
Talk about wanting it both ways. I wish Howard Taylor
would enlighten the rest of us as to how we can improve
harness racing at the Meadowlands! Nobody is laughing at
Jeffrey Gural and there is deep concern over the future of
this sport. I have seen cheap claiming horses from
Delaware wind up winning in 1:50:0 at Pocono after claims,
and then disappear 2 months later! Maybe the rest of us
are fools, but please enlighten us as to how these results
are possible? The ONLY problem with harness racing is
that ALL tracks do not operate like Mr. Gural and instead
they 'turn the other stifle' so to speak, and allow
EGREGIOUS drugging violators to return and prosper, and
these same OWNERS who support these offenders
continue to do deleterious harm to this great equine sport.
There should be a ZERO tolerance to ANY medication
whatsoever in harness racing, aside for lasix for
bleeders.....PERIOD! The days of 'training' horses are now
limited to a certain select few true horsemen still out there.
The rest rely on 'better racing through chemistry' to achieve
their success. It's not about shoeing techniques, or bridles,
or hopple lengths, or any other equipment changes for the
most part. W e ALL know the score. It's time to REACT to it,
and that is what Jeffrey Gural has tried to do. I wish all of
the other jurisdictions would follow his lead and clean up
this problem once and for all for the overall good of the
sport but the silence from other racino tracks is deafening
on this matter. Jeffrey Gural went out on a limb to save the
premiere harness racing venue in the entire North
American continent. If not for the obvious reasons that
(continued on next page)
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Governor Christie, Sweeney, and that BOGUS
pre-ordained Hanson report concluded, there would and
should be a racino right now at the Meadowlands. New
Jersey politicians had better get their acts together on this
matter now, for anyone with a brain knows the REAL
reason for the delay of the 'inevitable' Hard Rock Racino at
the Meadowlands.
- Barry Mandell
How Can You Fire a King?
I'm disappointed, if not perplexed, over the Pocono
Downs decision to fire George Anthony. I have known
George for several years, and he has always been fair,
cordial, respectful, and deeply committed to excellence.
I have to believe that there were simply more than just
personality conflicts for quite sometime between George
Anthony and Dale Rapson. If George was embarrassed
publicly on the set in his studio by management, as he
claimed, it was the wrong place and the wrong time for this
to happen. These things can and should be handled more
professionally by management.
If it was simply about George helping to get Brian Sears a
discounted room at a local hotel, that would not appear to
be grounds for dismissal. If it was simply because George
uses nicknames for drivers, that would not appear to be
grounds for dismissal. I, for one, LIKE the driver
nicknames. It makes the broadcast "fun." He also used
driver nicknames at Ocean Downs with no problems.
After George Anthony mysteriously disappeared from the
Pocono Downs simulcast, I called the track to see what
happened, and someone surmised he may have been
"sick." That, as we now know, is untrue.
I would like to hear Dale Rapson's side of the story before
passing total judgment. In the meantime, until we hear a
better explanation from Dale Rapson, the demise of
George Anthony at Pocono Downs appears to have been
unjustified.
- Don Berman
Those Were The Days
I enjoy reading Joel Kravet's travels back in time to the
days when harness racing ruled the night in New York City.
Apparently, in our youth, we shared both the same
emotional attachment to harness racing and a close
physical presence as he described his regular location at
Yonkers Raceway which was not many feet from my
regular spot. In the '60s, more than 10,000 New Yorkers
would cram into Yonkers every weekday night, so it is not
unusual that regulars in neighboring sections would not
cross paths. I sat in section 7 of the lower mezzanine, just
above the concrete steps. My nights did not allow much
time for socializing. I was too busy handicapping, watching
workouts, checking out the odds, waiting on the betting
lines, watching races, watching replays -- and of course,
waiting on the collecting lines.
I enjoyed his story about the mudder, Yankee Mick, and
his trips to Liberty Bell and Blue Bonnets. W hile that name
does not ring a bell, I had my own list of mudders that
caused me to leave the confines of my cozy dwelling and
venture out to drive on the nights where the weather

conditions made the driving conditions the worst. My trusty
Plymouth Road Runner (meep-meep) always got me to the
track on time.
- Gil Winston
Cooperation is Key
As a bettor and a fan of the sport, I feel compelled to
weigh in on some of the current "Gural" issues.
Unfortunately, as Mr. Taylor noted, Mr. Gural cannot
possibly fill the entry box if he continues to ban trainer after
trainer. I applaud his effort as a fan and bettor, though.
However, it's just simple logic given the number of horses
available due to competition from slot tracks and the
declining foal crop, the Meadowlands will continue to suffer
dramatically.
Mr. Gural's ultimate goal I'm sure is to make money via a
future casino. However, he clearly loves the sport too. No
one would possibly go through the aggravation and stress,
especially at his age, if he didn't care. If Mr. Gural only
cared about a casino as Mr. Taylor implies, than why ban
trainers, hire a private back stretch detective, build a 100 +
million dollar new facility, and do a multitude of promotions
to get people out to track? If the casino was the only goal,
why not just focus attention on lobbyists and politicians in
Trenton? The guy does care, it's just he bumping heads
with the "establishment."
I do have to voice my support though for owners who
have not had their stake payments refunded. In the case of
the Chris Oakes trotting mares, I do feel he should at least
get his staking money back. Banishment from the series,
and or race, is punishment enough. The only way an owner
should not get his staking money refunded is if he was told
at the time of initial payment that the horse would have to
be moved and the said owner ignored the warning.
As for other issues, I've personally always thought the
Meadowlands could use a June break. Even in the tracks
better days, the product always suffered when all the top
drivers and horses left to follow the stake circuit. As for Mr.
Gural's quandary of money for stakes races or overnights, I
suggest he goes with the overnights. Keep the tracks
signature races and big days, but eliminate the early year
stakes and the winter series, which don't even draw
enough horses for multiple divisions anymore. As a bettor, I
will take a competitive 15k claimer over a stakes race that
is comprised of the same big stables albeit with different
trainers (Gural rule) with short odds.
The saddest part of all in harness racing is that things
really could be fixed with cooperation. Uniform medication
rules, whipping rules, and on track rules (pylon violations,
kicking, etc.) should be the same everywhere. W hy a whip
in one state differs from another or Bute or Amicar is
allowed on race day in this state, but not that state makes
no sense whatsoever. Every year tracks should try and
coordinate their schedules. It's not just good for the
customers, but for them too. Can anyone explain why not a
single harness track runs Saturday afternoons in the
summer after Freehold closes? As a harness fan, with the
exception of Belmont day, Adios day, and Hambo day not
one track runs Saturday afternoons until Freehold reopens
in late August. I know it's tough to tackle the Tbreds, but
(continued on next page)
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come on! I believe I saw 5 tracks running Sunday
afternoon. W ouldn't it be logical for one of those tracks to
run Saturday and have the market all to themselves instead
of cannibalize each other on Sunday afternoon or Saturday
night? Trainer reciprocity should also be uniform. If a trainer
abuses horses physically or via PEDs and is suspended in
one state, it's ridiculous that he could be licensed in
another. Everyone deserves their day in court and a right to
due process, but if one is found guilty it has to be enforced
everywhere.
As a side note, I do find it amusing that Mohegan Sun at
Pocono will allow any trainer to race at their facility. I think
Pocono Downs has the highest percentage of current or
former suspended trainers anywhere in the universe. In a
sad way, the races are actually more even since almost
every trainer has been or is under suspicion of abusing or
drugging their horses. I'm expecting Seldon Ledford,
Richard Chansky, and the Summersby Stable to make their
returns to Pocono one day in the future....... I would hope
all the funding that Murray Brown claims is going to PED
testing is being spent at Pocono. I find it amusing when
everyone wonders why the times are so fast there.
- Christopher J. Fenty
Taylor Shot at Gural Off Base
I am annoyed immensely by two letters and one news
item recently published in HRU. David Perry's interpretation
of the Scott Zeron drive in the NA Cup is way off base.
Howard Taylor's shot at Jeff Gural is highly misguided. The
renaming of the Merrie Annabelle should have been
avoided.
Regarding David Perry's original letter, he makes two
grave errors. One, he questions the integrity of Scott Zeron
and connections when he, David, totally misconstrues
Scott's comments after his losing drive on Artspeak in the
NA Cup elim. If you're going to slam someone for an
alleged quote, you have the obligation to cite a specific
quotation. Perry just unfairly paraphrases his version of
what Scott said. I share Perry's frustration with the effort
sometimes shown in sham elims where, for example, a
favorite with an outside post needs only to finish in the top
five of six horses to make the final. Zeron never said
anything like, "W ell, we were saving him for the big one
next week," or "His hoof was a bit sore so we did not even
train him this week." Likewise, trainer Tony Alagna in his
post-race comments. Artspeak lost because W akizashi
Hanover went airborne with a 25 and a piece final quarter.
Two, if you look closely at the replay of the elim and also of
the final, it's clear that Zeron made a full effort to win the
elim and final and that his horse just was beaten in both
races by sharper horses. Perry makes the mistake of taking
Zeron's comment that the focus is now toward the final and
equates that with a "lack of integrity" and goes on to write
that Zeron "could care less about...the betting public."
Perry's reaction to both the Zeron remarks and the video of
the race make no sense; in fact, they amount to character
assassination. Lastly on this matter, in responding last
week to a logical rebuttal of his original post by one Pat
Wiand, Perry resorts to shots against the Obama
administration. Listen, when I read HRU or any other racing

publication, the last thing I and most readers want to deal
with is any kind of political psycho-babble, be it on the left
or the right. It just doesn't belong there.
W ith reference to Howard Taylor's comments about Jeff
Gural, he writes in sentence one of paragraph two, "Jeff
Gural has an agenda. It appears his agenda is to do away
with harness racing as a nuisance and to concentrate on
his casino." Yet, at the start of his last paragraph, he
writes, "I do believe that Jeff is trying to do the right thing
for harness racing." Now, I did not go to law school and
thus was never "trained to think like a lawyer," but are not
those two sentences illogical when placed in the same brief
letter; in fact, are they not mutually exclusive? Also,
Howard writes that "the list of horsemen denied racing
privileges at Gural owned tracks is longer than that of those
allowed to participate." If Howard's not just using hyperbole
here, he should furnish the lists. There is no doubt in my
mind that the ratio is at least ten or more to one in favor of
those welcome at the Gural tracks. I respect all the money
that Howard and his father have put into the game over the
years, but I suspect as a defense attorney it's rather hard
for him to see things from the fan's perspective regarding
integrity. Mr. Gural isn't running a criminal trial where
overwhelming evidence is required; he's trying to protect
the public and at times has to make very difficult judgement
calls. It's not easy playing Solomon. If you read the Paulick
Report, it's amazing to learn how often T-bred insiders and
fans bemoan the lack in their game of a leader with Mr.
Gural's integrity and guts.
Lastly, I applaud the idea of honoring Hall of Famer Jim
Doherty. At the same time I think it is most unsound to
rename the Merrie Annabelle and thus disrespect her
memory and the great tradition of the race. I'm sure there
were other lesser stakes that could have been renamed, or
how about the Jim Doherty Trophy to be given to the driver
of the race or given for some other honor. Jim's
accomplishments were many, but as time marches on,
based on this precedent, what traditions will be lost as
races are renamed after other equally deserving legends in
Meadowlands history--think Campbell, O'Donnell, Manzi,
Remmen, Takter, Hollywood Heyden, original GM Bob
Quigley, and at least ten to twelve others? W hen Duke
University wanted to honor revered basketball coach Mike
Krzyzewski, they did not disrespect the memory of longtime
former coach and AD, Eddie Cameron, and thus rename
legendary Cameron Indoor Stadium after Coach K. Instead
they kept the stadium name and named the court Coach K
Court. Messing with your history is not a good idea.
- William Waters
Tired of Wrist Slaps
I enjoy your publication and I really am a fan of Harness
Racing. I especially like the articles that address the frauds,
cheaters and dishonest people who put a bad spin on the
industry. I would really like to see more in the way of
transparency as I feel like it is difficult to obtain current and
up to date information about incidents, investigations and
outcomes. One thing in particular that I really do not see
being addressed is when these dishonest and cheating
individuals get caught doing something against the rules,
(continued on next page)
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they are being slapped with a small fine, suspension and
sometimes purse monies are to be returned. W hat I feel is
being missed is the amount of tax-free dollars that they
stole when the bet on their horses knowing they would do
well because of the illegal substance they administered. I
feel comfortable saying that in many cases they made a
great deal of money thus making the fine and suspension
insignificant. I am not saying I am personally aware of a
situation where this has occurred, but I was not born
yesterday and I am sure that in these cases there are
owners, trainers, drivers and anyone else affiliated with
these people that are profiting from their illicit ways. On the
USTA website I review the weekly fines and suspensions
and just shake my head as I see these trainers(some very
often) being fines for a horse that finished first and was
found to have been under the influence of an illegal drug. I
feel that these trainers are the ones having the last laugh
as they find it a small price to pay to be the recipient of a
large tax-free windfall when they bet on these horses. One
more issue that still makes no sense to me is the lack of
reciprocation in enforcing a driver or trainer who has been
suspended in one jurisdiction and allowed to race in others
while suspended elsewhere. In addition, drivers and
trainers who are banned in one jurisdiction and allowed to
race in others. I do not care if it is a public or private entity,
not having this reciprocation is sending a clear message,
feel free to cheat somewhere as you will always have
another place to set up business. I am a college-educated
man who is far from a rocket scientist so I do not
understand how and why these things I have just discussed
are allowed to take place each and everyday.
I thank you for your time and hope you might share some
feedback with me at some point.
- Robert Rosenberg

2, BmlP, $26,000, P, 3 Year Old Filly Stake, M, 27.4, 56.1,
1:24.3, 1:52.4, FT
1-Southern Girl (f, 3, Sportsmaster--Biloxi, by
Camluck), $34,000 2013 W ALKER O-Kristofer J Heim &
Connie J Hochstetler & James B Michels. B-George R &
Martha Hills. T-Homer Hochstetler. D-Casey Leonard,
$13,000, Lifetime Record: 13-4-1-1, $19,517
To watch the race replay click here

9, BmlP, $21,775, P, 3 Year Old Colt & Gelding Stake, M,
28.4, 57.4, 1:25.1, 1:53.0, SY
1-Skim The Top (c, 3, Geartogear--Schmoley, by Art's
Conquest) O-Gary W Clark. B-Gary W Clark. T-Krista
Harmon. D-Don Harmon, $10,887, Lifetime Record:
16-3-4-2, $53,026
To watch the race replay click here

12, HoP, $21,000, P, Invitational PP`S drawn by groups
(3-7), remainder assigned, 27.0, 55.3, 1:23.1, 1:50.2, FT
1-Always At My Place (g, 4, Always A Virgin--Best
Place, by Artsplace) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &
W eaver Bruscemi LLC & Lawrence R Karr & Phillip Collura.
B-Dm Stables LLC & W illiam J Rufenacht. T-Ron Burke.
D-Ricky Macomber Jr, $10,500, Lifetime Record:
37-11-9-6, $225,270
To watch the race replay click here

1, M, $12,500, P, 2 Year Old Colts & Geldings N/W 1
Extended PM Race, 28.2, 56.4, 1:24.2, 1:52.1, FT
1-Talk Show (c, 2, Art Major--Lush Limbaugh, by
Presidential Ball), $40,000 2014 LEX-SEL
O-Pegasis Investment Group & Team S Racing Stable &
Barbara Bongiorno Stb LLC. B-Dunroven Stud. T-Steve
Elliott. D-John Campbell, $6,250, Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $6,250
To watch the race replay click here
2, M, $29,403, T, W .N. REYNOLDS MEMORIAL - MARY
REYNOLDS 3 Year Old Fillies, 28.3, 57.1, 1:25.4, 1:53.2,
FT
1-Model Behavior (f, 3, Muscles Yankee--Marla Bar, by
Malabar Man) O-Fair W inds Farm Inc. B-Fair W inds Farm
Inc. T-Robert Baggitt Jr. D-Tim Tetrick, $14,701, Lifetime
Record: 17-6-4-0, $84,696
To watch the race replay click here
3, M, $26,000, P, Fillies & Mares Open Handicap, 25.3,
54.1, 1:22.4, 1:49.3, FT
1-Table Talk (m, 4, Bettor's Delight--Place At The Table,
by Artsplace), $3,500 2012 SHS-HBG O-The W iz Kids
Stable LLC. B-Big Als Stables Inc, CA & David S Smith, CA
& Mr Dana L Parham. T-W Bart Dalious. D-Tim Tetrick,
$13,000, Lifetime Record: 38-8-5-5, $346,390
To watch the race replay click here

6, BmlP, $21,775, P, 3 Year Old Colt & Gelding Stake, M,
28.3, 57.1, 1:26.0, 1:54.1, SY
1-Rise Up Now (g, 3, Somebeachsomewhere
--Northwestern, by Western Hanover), $40,000 2013
SHS-HBG O-Strollin Stable & King Mcnamara & W illiam J
Robinson & Country Club Acres Inc. B-Hanover Shoe
Farms Inc. T-Brian Brown. D-Don Harmon, $10,887,
Lifetime Record: 15-7-0-1, $113,924

4, M, $29,803, T, W .N. REYNOLDS MEMORIAL - MARY
REYNOLDS 3 Year Old Fillies, 27.1, 55.3, 1:23.2, 1:52.2, FT
1-Magic Marker (f, 3, Andover Hall--Susie's Magic, by
Dream Vacation), $110,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Melvin
Hartman, CA & Herb A Liverman & David H Mc Duffee &
Little E LLC. B-L&L Devisser LLC & W illiam L Jones. T-R.
Nifty Norman. D-David Miller, $14,901, Lifetime Record:
10-4-1-0, $73,015

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here
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6, M, $50,000, P, CRAW FORD FARMS MEADOW LANDS
PACE ELIMINATION 3 Year Old Open, 27.2, 56.1, 1:23.3, 1:49.1, FT
1-In The Arsenal (c, 3, American Ideal--Ladyotra, by On
The Road Again), $7,500 2013 SHS-HBG O-White Birch
Farm & In The Arsenal Racing. B-W hite Birch Farm.
T-Kelvin Harrison. D-Brian Sears, $25,000, Lifetime
Record: 19-11-2-2, $751,663

2-Dealt A Winner (g, 3, Cam's Card Shark--Lazan
Hanover, by Matt's Scooter), $35,000 2013 SHS-HBG
O-Jeffrey S Snyder. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Mark
Silva. D-David Miller, $12,500
3-Dude's The Man (c, 3, American Ideal--Art's Risk, by
Artsplace), $40,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-M And L Of
Delaware LLC & Victoria Dickinson. B-Brittany Farms &
Brian P Monieson Revtrust. T-Jessica Okusko. D-Corey
Callahan, $6,000
Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 2H, 2H, 1H - Finish Order: Artspeak,
Revenge Shark, Hurrikane Ali, Pierce Hanover
To watch the race replay click here
7, M, $62,406, T, W.N. REYNOLDS MEMORIAL - SCOTT
FROST 3 Year Old Colts & Geldings, 27.4, 57.2, 1:26.1,
1:54.1, FT
1-Suit And Tie (c, 3, Andover Hall--Warrawee Krisp, by
Yankee Glide), $30,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-W illiam C
Wiswell & M And L Of Delaware Inc. B-Frederick W
Hertrich III. T-John Butenschoen. D-Corey Callahan,
$31,203, Lifetime Record: 25-5-4-5, $168,250

2-Colbert (c, 3, Cantab Hall--Domestic Diva, by Yankee
Glide), $175,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Courant A B, SD &
Knutsson Trotting Inc. B-Kentuckiana Farms Gen Par.
T-Ake Svanstedt. D-Matt Kakaley, $15,601
3-Total Darkness (c, 3, Muscles Yankee--Leila, by
Andover Hall), $7,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Menhammar
Stuteri Ab, SD. B-Menhammar Stuteri Ab, SD. T-Jonas
Czernyson. D-Tim Tetrick, $7,488
Calls: 1H, 1Q, 1H, 1H, H - Finish Order: Ice O Late, Cue
Hall, Mountain Top, Uncle Hanover, Soboro Hanover, Real
Dj Hanover, Cruzado Dela Noche, Muscle Diamond
To watch the race replay click here
10, M, $250,000, T, GRADUATE - FINAL 4 Year Old Open,
26.3, 54.2, 1:22.4, 1:49.4, FT
1-Jl Cruze (g, 4, Crazed--Topcat Hall, by Conway Hall),
$30,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-W m Kenneth W ood & W illiam J
Dittmar Jr & Stephen J Iaquinta. B-Joanne M Morrison, CA
& Glengate Farms, CA. T-Eric Ell. D-John Campbell,
$120,000, Lifetime Record: 34-20-5-4, $423,735

2-Shake It Cerry (m, 4, Donato Hanover--Solveig, by
Yankee Glide) O-Solveig's Racing Partners. B-Solveig's
Breeders. T-Jimmy Takter. D-Jimmy Takter, $60,000

3-Resolve (h, 4, Muscle Hill--Anikawiesahalee, by Credit
W inner), $115,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Hans G Enggren.
B-Michael L Pozefsky & Edward W W ilson, CA. T-Ake
Svanstedt. D-Ake Svanstedt, $28,800
Calls: 1T, 1Q, 1H, 2Q, NS - Finish Order: Gural Hanover,
Rompaway Galaxy, Father Patrick, Madewell Hanover,
Opulent Yankee, Sumatra
To watch the race replay click here
11, M, $50,000, P, CRAW FORD FARMS MEADOW LANDS
PACE ELIMINATION 3 Year Old Open, 26.4, 55.2, 1:22.3,
1:48.4, FT
1-Wiggle It Jiggleit (g, 3, Mr Wiggles--Mozzi Hanover,
by Jenna's Beach Boy) O-George Teague Jr Inc..
B-James L Bernstein & Theresa A Bantle & Eric R Felter &
Vincent J Tancredi. T-Clyde Francis. D-Montrell Teague,
$25,000, Lifetime Record: 15-14-1-0, $632,242
2-Wakizashi Hanover (g, 3, Dragon Again--W estern
Gesture, by Western Hanover), $23,000 2013 SHS-HBG
O-Tri County Stable, CA. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.
T-Joann Looney-King. D-Tim Tetrick, $12,500
3-Rock N' Roll World (c, 3, Rocknroll Hanover--W orldly
Beauty, by Artsplace), $125,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Jeffrey
S Snyder & Three Decades Ra LLC. B-Mjg Racing Stables
Inc & Hill View Enterprises. T-Mark Silva. D-David Miller,
$6,000
Calls: 7, 4, 3T, 1, 1 - Finish Order: Badiou Hanover, Lyons
Levi Lewis, Trading Up, Roland N Rock
To watch the race replay click here
12, M, $25,000, P, MISTLETOE SHALEE - ELIMINATION
3 Year Old Fillies, 27.2, 55.4, 1:23.2, 1:50.0, FT
1-Band Of Angels (f, 3, Rock N Roll Heaven--Time N
Again, by Jate Lobell), $100,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-W J
Donovan. B-Steve H Stewart & Birch Hollow Farms. T-Ron
Burke. D-Yannick Gingras, $12,500, Lifetime Record:
16-9-1-2, $254,098
To watch the race replay click here
13, M, $20,000, P, N/W $20,000 in Last 5 Starts (N/W
$15,000 in Last 5 Starts Drawn Inside) AE: N/W $125,000
Lifetime AE: N/W $23,500 Last 4 Drawn Outside, 26.0,
53.1, 1:21.0, 1:47.3, FT
1-Melmerby Beach (h, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Db
Blue Chip, by Art Major) O-Schooner Ii Stable, CA.
B-Schooner Ii Stable, CA. T-Mark Ford. D-John Campbell,
$10,000, Lifetime Record: 32-10-7-1, $212,971
To watch the race replay click here
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2, Moh, $70,000, P, ONTARIO SIRES STAKES - GOLD - 2
YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS. STARTING FEE
$800.00 27.3, 55.4, 1:25.4, 1:53.1
1-Nvestment Bluechip (b,c,2 - Shadow Play-Hazes Zure
Bet-Bettors Delight) O-Menary Racing Inc, Michael A
Guerriero, Denis R Breton, Thomas Kyron $35,000 B: Blue
Chip Bloodstock T-David Menary D-Jody Jamieson
$35,000 Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0 $35,000
2-Semi Automatic (b,c,2 - Badlands Hanover-Topgun
Lady-D M Dilinger) O-Let It Ride Stables Inc, Tony J
O'Sullivan B-Sherry Zebedee T-Tony O’Sullivan D-James MacDonald
3-Sintra (b,c,2 - Mach Three-Dancin Barefoot-Rocknroll
Hanover) O-Brad D Gray B-Louie Camara T-Daniel
LaGace D-Trevor Henry
To watch the race replay click here
3, Moh, $70,000, P, ONTARIO SIRES STAKES - GOLD - 2
YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS. STARTING FEE
$800.00
27.2, 56, 1:24.4, 1:52.1
1-Betting Line (br,c,2 - Bettors Delight-Heathers
Western-Western Hanover) O-W est W ins Stable,
Christine Calhoun, Mac T Nichol B-Far W inds Farm TCasie Coleman D-Chris Christoforou $35,000 Lifetime
Record: 2-1-0-1 $36,680
2-Heavymetal Hanover (b,c,2 - Up The Credit-Her Music
Rocks-Rocknroll Hanover) O-Jack Darling Stables Ltd BHanover Shoe Farms T-John Darling D-Michael Saftic
3-Imsporty (br,c,2 - Sportswriter-Mach You And Me-Mach
Three) O-Carl R Jamieson, Thomas Kyron B-Casie
Coleman Stables T-Carl Jamieson D-Jody Jamieson
To watch the race replay click here
5, Moh, $48,600, P, TOW N PRO - FINAL - 3 YEAR OLD
FILLIES. NW $30,000 LIFETIME AS OF MARCH 31, 2015.
27.1, 56.2, 1:24.3, 1:51.2
1-Imagine Dragon (br,f,3 - Dragon Again-Town Pro Miss
- The Panderosa) O-Lindy Farms Of Conn B-W hite Birch
Farm T-Frank Antonacci D-Richard Zeron $24,300 Lifetime
Record: 7-3-2-0 $60,168

2-Invest In Art (b,f,3 - Art Major-Hana Hanover-W estern
Hanover) O/B-Stan Klemencic, David K Reid, David R
McDonald, Landmark 7 Racing Stable T-Mark Steacy
3-Lindys Old Lady (b,f,3 - Rocknroll Hanover-Lindys
Bandita - Bettors Delight) O/B-Lindy Farms Of Conn TFrank Antonacci D-Douglas McNair
To watch the race replay click here
Missed an Edition of the HRU?
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7, Moh, $70,000, P, ONTARIO SIRES STAKES - GOLD - 2
YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS. STARTING FEE
$800.00 28.1, 56.1, 1:24.2, 1:52.1
1-Voracity (b,c,2 - Sportswriter-Lu Lu Q-Mcardle) OAlagna Racing LLC, Bradley J Grant, John A Fodera BSteve Stewart T-Tony Alagna D-Randall W aples $35,000
Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0 $35,000
2-Carolina Hurricane (b,g,2 - Sportswriter-Carolina Moon Rustler Hanover) O-1362313 Ontario Ltd B-Tara Hills Stud
T-Ronald Adams D-Douglas McNair
3-Rejuvenate (br,c,2 - Big Jim-Thistimeitsforreal-Real
Desire) O-Brad D Gray B-Robert Burgess T-Daniel LaGace
D-Paul MadDonell
To watch the race replay click here
8, Moh, $50,400, P, SUMMERTIME - FINAL - 3 YEAR
OLD COLTS & GELDINGS. NON-W INNERS $30,000
LIFETIME AS OF MARCH 31, 2015. 27.2, 55.3, 1:23.2, 1:50.2
1-Split The House (b,c,3 - Rocknroll Hanover-Shake
That Junk-Camluck) O-Scott A Horner, Peter E Milligan,
James J Dean B-Fair W inds Farm Inc T-James Dean DRandall Waples $25,200 Lifetime Record: 8-6-0-0 $77,200
2-Rockin In Heaven (br,c,3 - Rock N Roll Heaven-Tropics
Beachgirl - Jennas Beach Boy) O-Dr Ian Moore, Douglas E
Polley, Francois Lecomte, Gordon E McComb B-Blair
Corbeil T-Dr. Ian Moore D-Trevor Henry
3-Mr Carrotts (b,g,3 - Mach Three-Cueless-Run The
Table)
O/B-Melvyn C Varcoe T-Murray Brethour D-Phillip Hudon
To watch the race replay click here
12, Moh, $34,000, P, PREFERRED HANDICAP, 26, 55,
1:22.4, 1:49.4
1-Evenin Of Pleasure (b,h,5 - Dragon Again-Armbro
Amour - Artsplace) O-Gestion J Y Blais Inc B-Robert &
Greg Tucker T-Richard Moreau D-Sylvain Filion $17,000
Lifetime Record: 57-11-13-7 $360,857
To watch the race replay click here

8, PcD, $20,000, P, NW $17,500 in Last 5 Starts 4 Year
Olds & Older Last Start for a purse greater than $25,000
ineligible AE: NW 7 Ext. PM Races or $70,000 Lifetime,
26.0, 54.3, 1:21.4, 1:50.1, FT
1-To Beach His Own (g, 5, Rocknroll Hanover--Beachy
Lady, by Jenna's Beach Boy), $120,000 2011 SHS-HBG
O-J M F Racing LLC. B-Perretti Farms. T-Gilbert
Garcia-Herrera. D-Geo. Napolitano Jr, $10,000, Lifetime
Record: 62-13-5-7, $161,254

To watch the race replay click here
10, PcD, $24,000, P, NW $25,000 in Last 5 Starts AE: NW
9 Ext. PM Races or $90,000 Lifetime, 26.4, 54.2, 1:21.4,
1:48.4, FT
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1-Captive Audience (h, 5, Art Major--Captiva Island, by
Western Hanover), $95,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Debbie
Element, CA & Mac T Nichol, CA. B-Perretti Farms.
T-Douglas Berkeley. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $12,000, Lifetime
Record: 61-9-11-12, $522,407
To watch the race replay click here
11, PcD, $24,000, T, NW $23,000 in Last 5 Starts AE: NW
9 Ext. PM Races or $90,000 Lifetime, 27.2, 55.2, 1:23.3,
1:52.3, FT
1-Abc Muscles Boy (g, 4, Abc Garland--Muscles' Pride,
by Muscles Yankee), $1,000 2012 BHS O-John M
Mariano & Super Mile LLC. B-Norman G W agler. T-David
Russo. D-Marcus Miller, $12,000, Lifetime Record:
42-14-5-5, $116,787
To watch the race replay click here

5, ScD, $22,000, P, CLAIMING PRICE $50,000 (W /A),
26.3, 54.3, 1:22.3, 1:51.0, FT
1-Rocken Camnation (g, 6, Rocknroll Hanover--Eternal
Camnation, by Cam Fella) O-Carl T Howard & Virgil V
Morgan Jr. B-Eternal Camnation Stable. T-Virgil Morgan Jr.
D-Josh Sutton, $12,100, Lifetime Record: 69-16-12-8,
$145,550
To watch the race replay click here
7, ScD, $20,000, P, OPEN II POST POSITIONS DRAW N,
26.0, 54.1, 1:22.1, 1:50.2, FT
1-Special Forces (h, 6, Real Desire--Special Magic, by
Camluck), $30,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Country Club Acres
Inc & W illiam J Robinson & Mike H Mallett. B-Brittany
Farms. T-Brian Brown. D-Dan Noble, $10,000, Lifetime
Record: 75-24-9-7, $282,153

To watch the race replay click here

1, YR, $22,000, P, NON-W INNERS OF $12,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS W INNERS OVER $70,000 IN 2015 NOT
ELIGIBLE., 27.0, 55.2, 1:23.3, 1:52.1, FT
1-Rollwithitharry (h, 7, Rocknroll Hanover--Queen Otra,
by Artsplace), $42,000 2009 LEX-SEL O-Triple D Stables
Inc & Daniel Dube & Mario Audet, CA. B-W hite Birch Farm.
T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Daniel Dube, $11,000, Lifetime
Record: 103-18-14-12, $629,362

To watch the race replay click here

2, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 28.0, 57.0, 1:24.4, 1:52.4, FT
1-Roger Mach Em (g, 4, Mach Three--Remi's Rocket, by
Jate Lobell), $55,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Little Bapa, LLC.
B-Stephanie Smith-Rothaug. T-Jennifer Sabot. D-Jason
Bartlett, $12,500, Lifetime Record: 47-11-5-3, $154,162

To watch the race replay click here
3, YR, $30,000, P, CLAIMING ALLOW ANCE $75,000 3 YO
50%, 4 YO 25%, F&M 20%, 27.2, 56.3, 1:24.3, 1:52.3, FT
1-Tye Seelster (h, 6, Camluck--The Patriot, by Albert
Albert), $70,000 2010 FOREST O-P T Stable. B-2086729
Ontario Inc, CA & Seelster Farms Inc, CA. T-Richard
Banca. D-Jason Bartlett, $15,000, Lifetime Record:
102-22-12-12, $293,241
2-Winter Blues (g, 10, Astreos--Armbro W inter, by
Camluck) O-Allard Racing Inc, CA & Kapildeo Singh.
B-Charalambos Christoforou, CA. T-Rene Allard. D-Eric
Carlson, $7,500
3-Somethinginthewind (g, 6, Three Olives--Something
W indy, by Cambest) O-Gilberto Garcia-Herrera & Michi
Yvette Abday. B-Frank A Condurso & Robert Harold Myers.
T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera. D-Tyler Buter, $3,600
Calls: 1H, 1T, 1H, 1H, H - Finish Order: Goban, Santanna
One, Fashion Delight, Tink And Tiger, Ponderosito
To watch the race replay click here
4, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 27.0, 56.0, 1:24.0, 1:51.3, FT
1-Smooth Criminal (g, 6, Blue Burner--Gunslingin Gal,
by Cam's Card Shark) O-Little Bapa, LLC. B-Robert D &
Debbie A Morris, CA. T-Jennifer Sabot. D-Eric Carlson,
$12,500, Lifetime Record: 96-28-14-12, $376,560
To watch the race replay click here
5, YR, $48,000, T, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS
1-3 ASSIGNED POST POSITIONS 4-7 DRAW N POST
POSITION 8 ASSIGNED, 28.0, 57.3, 1:26.2, 1:55.0, FT
1-Red Hot Herbie (g, 5, Here Comes Herbie--Six Red, by
S J's Photo), $25,000 2011 IN-PREM O-Allard Racing Inc,
CA & Albert P Abdala III & Bruce A Soulsby & Michael W
Reppucci.. B-John A Schmucker. T-Rene Allard. D-Jason
Bartlett, $24,000, Lifetime Record: 74-20-12-12, $240,813
2-Dewycolorintheline (h, 5,
Deweycheatumnhowe--Magenta Hall, by Conway Hall),
$110,000 2011 LEX-SEL O-Raymond W Schnittker &
Deweycolorintheline Stable. B-Little E LLC. T-Ray
Schnittker. D-Jordan Stratton, $12,000
3-Not Afraid (g, 6, SJ's Caviar--Beverly Crusher, by
Balanced Image) O-Christina Takter & John D Fielding, CA
& Goran N Anderberg, SD. B-Steve D Organ, CA. T-Jimmy
Takter. D-Daniel Dube, $5,760
Calls: 1, 1H, 1H, 1H, NK - Finish Order: Rock Of Cashel,
Dot Dot Dot Dash, Backstreet Hanover, Striker Ace,
Rossini
To watch the race replay click here
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6, YR, $25,000, P, THE $157,500 LAW RENCE B.
SHEPPARD ELIMINATION 2 YEAR OLD COLTS &
GELDINGS **1ST ELIMINATION**, 28.4, 58.4, 1:28.0,
1:56.1, FT
1-Do Over Hanover (c, 2, Western Ideal--Driven To Sin,
by Jenna's Beach Boy), $25,000 2014 SHS-HBG
O-Jeffrey S & Michael Snyder & Robert T Unice.
B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Jim Campbell. D-Jason
Bartlett, $12,500, Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1, $14,060

To watch the race replay click here
7, YR, $25,000, P, THE $157,500 LAW RENCE B.
SHEPPARD ELIMINATION 2 YEAR OLD COLTS &
GELDINGS **2ND ELIMINATION**, 29.0, 59.2, 1:28.0,
1:56.1, FT
1-Tailgunner Hanover (c, 2, Well Said--Towner's Image,
by Big Towner), $50,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Raymond W
Schnittker & Joe Sbrocco & Howard A Taylor & Frank J
Baldassare. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Ray Schnittker.
D-Ray Schnittker, $12,500, Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-0, $15,875

To watch the race replay click here
8, YR, $48,000, P, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS
1-3 DRAW N POST POSITIONS 4&5 ASSIGNED POST
POSITIONS 6-8 DRAW N, 27.1, 56.0, 1:24.0, 1:51.3, FT
1-P H Supercam (g, 8, Million Dollar Cam--Callwood Ivy,
by Run The Table) O-Jeffrey Bamond Jr. B-Dr R James
Shive, CA. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett,
$24,000, Lifetime Record: 171-46-26-33, $1,114,251
2-The Real One (g, 5, Mach Three--Elle Blue Chip, by
Bettor's Delight) O-Helene Fillion, CA. B-R Berthiaume Inc,
CA. T-Pat Lachance. D-Pat Lachance, $12,000
3-Texican N (g, 7, Bettor's Delight--Bury My Heart, by In
The Pocket) O-Harry von Knoblauch. B-Mrs M Carson, NZ.
T-Peter Tritton. D-Eric Carlson, $5,760
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, NK - Finish Order: Great Vintage,
Domethatagain, Stevensville, Dream Out Loud N, Cowboy
Terrier
To watch the race replay click here
9, YR, $35,000, P, 4 YEAR OLD OPEN HANDICAP POST
POSITIONS 1-4 DRAW N POST POSITIONS 5-8
ASSIGNED NEW YORK BRED PREFERRED, 28.0, 56.4,
1:25.1, 1:53.1, FT
1-Somewhere Fancy (h, 4,
Somebeachsomewhere--Fanciful Hanover, by
Artsplace), $40,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-John C
Mehlenbacher, CA. B-Emerald Highlands Farm & W James
Sprow III. T-Linda Toscano. D-Jordan Stratton, $17,500,
Lifetime Record: 50-14-6-4, $177,275
2-Beat The Drum (g, 4, Tell All--Pop Diva, by W estern
Ideal), $17,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Bender Sweden Inc.
B-Brittany Farms. T-Staffan Lind. D-Brian Sears, $8,750

3-Lord Of Misrule (g, 4, McArdle--Ribbons And Bows, by
Jenna's Beach Boy), $23,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Levit And
Tritini Stable & Triple D Stables Inc & Robert A Palumbo &
Peter Fitzpatrick. B-Pacey A Mindlin & Glen S Gross &
Kenneth I Cohen. T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Daniel Dube,
$4,200
Calls: 2H, 2, 1T, 1H, T - Finish Order: Bettorever, Fort
Knox, Forty Five Red, Blacktree, Ideal Willie
To watch the race replay click here
10, YR, $36,000, P, W INNERS OVER $25,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 27.3, 56.3, 1:24.4, 1:52.4, FT
1-Orillia Joe (g, 5, Western Ideal--Cup Of Jo, by Matt's
Scooter) O-Joe P Racing LLC. B-B Michael Timpano.
T-Julie Miller. D-George Brennan, $18,000, Lifetime
Record: 96-19-16-11, $292,883

2-Twin B Impressive (g, 6, Bettor's Delight--Impeccant, by
Jate Lobell), $57,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Thomas Ceraso
Jr. B-Twinbrook Limited, CA. T-Jack Franklin. D-Pat
Lachance, $9,000
3-One Through Ten (h, 6, Four Starzzz Shark--Gothic
Lady, by Abercrombie), $100,000 2010 LEX-SEL
O-Charles V Iannazzo. B-Brittany Farms & Brian P
Monieson Revtrust. T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Brian Sears,
$4,320
Calls: 3Q, 3H, NS, T, 1Q - Finish Order: Life Up Front,
Bullet Bob, Casimir Jitterbug, Sky Is The Limit, Fat Mans
Alley
To watch the race replay click here
11, YR, $29,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 28.0, 58.0, 1:27.4, 1:56.4, FT
1-Lucky Colby (g, 5, Jailhouse Jesse--Royal Two, by
Royal Troubador), $33,000 2011 IN-PREM O-Gilberto
Garcia-Herrera. B-Keith Ross. T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera.
D-Tyler Buter, $14,500, Lifetime Record: 47-16-0-6,
$164,780
To watch the race replay click here
12, YR, $29,000, P, NON-W INNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 28.0, 57.0, 1:25.0, 1:53.0, FT
1-Freespin N (g, 7, Real Desire--Shivna, by Holmes
Hanover) O-Bamond Racing LLC. B-Stonewall Stud LTD,
NZ. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett, $14,500,
Lifetime Record: 51-13-14-6, $113,289
To watch the race replay click here
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